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About This Game

THE REVOLUTIONARY STORM SERIES RETURNS!
The latest instalment of the NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja STORM series will offer players a new experience in the

deep & rich NARUTO environment. Tons of new techniques, enhanced mechanics, over 100 playable characters & Support
Ninjas, and a brand new exclusive character (Mecha-Naruto) designed by Masashi Kishimoto.

 Ninja Battle Action - Amazing fights and original animation heighten the incredible action and interactive experience
of the STORM series like never before.

 Improved Gameplay - New Gameplay mechanics with the powerful Combo Ultimate Jutsu and combined attacks.

 Never-before-seen Roster –100 Playable & Support Ninjas, including new characters and variations appearing for the
first time!

 Exclusive Character - A brand new character (Mecha-Naruto) designed by Masashi Kishimoto exclusively for the
game.

 Ninja World Tournament - A fresh and thrilling single player mode where 4 different Ninjas brawl and the one
gathering the most Battle orbs wins!
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 The Akatsuki origins revealed! - For the first time ever, the untold story behind the infamous gang will be told
through an animation woven into gameplay!
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Title: NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja STORM Revolution
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
CyberConnect2 Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher with latest Service Pack

Processor: 2.3 GHz Dual Core or AMD

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB video cards Pixel Shader 4.0 (Geforce 8xxx-ATI HD2xxx)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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Awesome game, It's roster contains great characters from Itachi to Obito, the multiplayer was fun but it's actually dead now
considering all the people that played this game moved on to Jump Force or Storm 4, however if you don't have the best PC, or
the most amount of money, this game I recommend. So far, the 2nd best Storm game I've played because the tournament "story"
is action-packed, the free play allows you to test with characters and it probably contains anyone you can ask for, the Ninja
Story tells you information about the Creation of the Akatsuki, Shisui and Itachi, and more. This game is VERY lightweight
which is good for people that don't have much time to game, but when they do, they can experience difficulty at a preferable
level. However, getting this game if you like heavy combat, fluid fighting mechanics, big rosters and games that are built for
better computers, this is not something you should buy. Keep in mind, you can finish this game in only a few days if you're not a
gamer, and the combat doesn't flow as mechanically as other storm games.
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